From prokaryotes to eukaryotes, phenotypic variation, adaptation and speciation has been associated with structural variation between genomes of individuals within the same species. Many computer algorithms detecting such variations (callers) have recently been developed, spurred by the advent of the next-generation sequencing technology. Such callers mainly exploit split-read mapping or paired-end read mapping. However, as different callers are geared towards different types of structural variation, there is still no single caller that can be considered a community standard; instead, increasingly the various callers are combined in integrated pipelines. In this article, we review a wide range of callers, discuss challenges in the integration step and present a survey of pipelines used in population genomics studies. Based on our findings, we provide general recommendations on how to set-up such pipelines. Finally, we present an outlook on future challenges in structural variation detection.
Introduction
Structural variation (SV) is an umbrella term used to denote medium-scale differences found between genomes of individuals within a certain species. Usually, small-scale differences, such as single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and short insertions/deletions (indels, <50 bp), and large-scale differences, such as chromosome duplication, are considered as separate categories. For the purposes of this review, we define SV as genomic variation in the range of 50 bp to 1 Mb, including small (< 500 bp), medium (<5 kb) and large SVs [1] . Over the last decade, it has been realized that SV is quite abundant and can have major phenotypic consequences [2] [3] [4] . It is the underlying cause of many forms of diseases, but is also a driver of evolution, resulting in phenotypic variations of a trait, ecological adaptation, and speciation [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Based on the net loss or gain of genetic material, there are two types of SVs: balanced and imbalanced ( Figure 1) . A balanced variant involves no net loss or gain of genetic material. Balanced variants include inversions, where part of a chromosome is reversed, and translocations, where a segment of a chromosome is transferred to a new position, either within a chromosome (intrachromosomal) or between chromosomes (interchromosomal). Genomic imbalances, also called copy number variants (CNVs), include deletions, insertions and duplications. A specific type of insertion is that of transposons, called mobile element insertion (MEI). Duplications can occur next to each other (in tandem) or further apart (interspersed).
With the advent of the next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology, a number of large-scale community efforts have generated nucleotide-resolution genetic variation maps in different species. Examples are the 1000 Human Genomes Project [11] , the 1001 Genomes Project for Arabidopsis thaliana [12] and the 100 K Foodborne Pathogen Genome Project. Such variants are reported in databases, of which NCBI's dbVar and EBI's DGVa are the most well known. The majority of SVs contained in these databases are imbalanced variants found in humans and other animals (e.g. only 5842 out of 3 000 000 SVs in dbVar are balanced variants); a similar low rate is found in plant genome studies [13] . One possible biological explanation is that inversions can prevent chromosomal recombination, which is crucial to the proper pairing and segregation during meiosis [14, 15] ; an alternative, technical reason is that the detection of balanced variants may be hampered by the misassembly of reference genomes and the presence of flanking inverted duplications [16] .
SVs are typically identified by resequencing genomes of individuals, using short-read sequencing technology, and comparing them to a reference genome sequence. The complete SV detection process thus includes read mapping, SV calling and SV annotation ( Figure 2 ). In this article, we focus mainly on the SV calling step, reviewing a number of promising, publically available, non-species-specific SV callers and offering guidelines on the integration of different callers to help confidently detect a wider range of variants across a number of samples.
Structural variation callers
The ideal situation for SV detection is when both the query genome and the reference genome are fully known at base resolution. For the reference genome, this is the case for a number of model organisms, but nearly all recently published draft genomes sequenced using NGS are far from complete. Likewise, the query genome is usually only sequenced at shallow depth and cannot be fully reconstructed before calling SVs. Therefore, most SV callers directly use sequencing data of a query genome. Although most tools are able to handle data obtained using different sequencing technologies [17, 18] , over the last years developments have focused on the Illumina platform, as it provides high coverage at low cost and low error rates, with short (but increasing) read lengths. There are four types of information present in such data (henceforth referred to as signals) that can be exploited to detect SVs [19] : based on assembly (AS), read depth (RD), read pairs (RPs) and split reads (SRs) (Figure 3 ) [17, 20] . In general, callers exploiting information present in the paired-end reads can use all four signals, so we will focus on such callers in this review [21] .
Except for callers based on AS, the sequenced reads need to be mapped to the reference genome before calling variants. After mapping, a paired-end read is called concordant (or properly mapped) if both ends of the read can be mapped in the expected orientation and within an expected distance range. In contrast, a discordant pair is aligned with an orientation or distance different from that expected based on the reference genome. RP callers exploit such discordant paired-end reads to detect SVs. For some pairs, one read fully maps to the reference while the other read can be aligned only by allowing a large gap in the mapping (split read) or by removing the part that cannot be mapped (soft clipped read). These cases are exploited by SRbased callers. RD-based callers use all mapped reads, no matter whether pairs are concordant or discordant. Finally, unmapped reads are not used by RD-, RP-and SR-based callers; only ASbased callers initially employ all sequenced reads, assembling these into contigs and mapping these to the reference genome if possible.
Specifically, the four types of callers work as follows (for more details, see [17, 20] ):
1. In AS-based callers, short reads are first used to construct longer sequence stretches called contigs before variations are detected, a process called assembly. De novo AS-based (AS-D) callers first assemble the reads before mapping the resulting contigs to the reference. As contigs are longer than individual reads, they are easier to map while allowing a few mismatches, thus avoiding confusion by mapping ambiguity and mapping problems near SVs. However, to assemble reads into reasonably sized contigs, a certain minimum RD is required, which may not be possible or affordable. In contrast, local assembly (reference-based assembly, AS-R) relies on first mapping the data to a reference genome to determine the reads involved in the assembly for a certain region. This reduction in the number of reads involved reduces the complexity of the assembly process and thus improves the quality of the assembled contigs. Contig quality can be further improved by iterative realignment and local assembly. This is useful for detecting more complex loci, as reads can be aligned more precisely after high-confidence SVs are incorporated into the consensus sequence [22, 23] . 2. SR-based callers can also provide base resolution SV detections, but unlike AS-based callers also work with low-coverage genome sequencing data. Callers using SR normally detect more SVs than callers using soft clipped reads (SR-SC), since reads can be split into multiple parts which can individually be aligned to multiple adjacent locations in the reference genome whereas clipped reads map only at a single location. The drawback of using SR is that short parts of reads will map to many locations on the reference genome. By itself, SR-based analysis is not sufficiently sensitive to detect larger SVs of certain types, i.e. tandem duplications, inversions, translocations and more complex variants [24, 25] . 3. RP signals are used by many proposed callers, owing to the relative simplicity of SV detection and the capability to detect all SV types [26] [27] [28] . Most RP callers (except Clever [28] ) focus only on discordant pairs, based on distance thresholds, distributions or graphs [26] . Threshold-based callers depend on the distribution of the insert size of the sequenced library (characterized by an estimated mean and standard deviation), calling read pairs discordant if their mapping distance significantly deviates from this mean of this distribution, e.g. by more than two times the standard deviation. Small SVs may be ignored using threshold-based callers because smaller differences in mapping distance are likely considered to variation in library insert sizes. Distribution-based callers try to discover small and medium size SVs by comparing the global insert size distribution with the distribution of distances between locally mapped reads. Graph-based callers are developed especially for large insert size libraries, which normally contain huge deviations between the local and global insert size distributions, by exploiting both concordant and discordant reads. 4. RD-based callers can find duplications and deletions using all mapped reads, but only at coarse resolution. RD signals are the only signal to allow detection of copy variation directly, by calculating and comparing Read depths [29] [30] [31] . Read depths should be normalized, i.e. corrected for GC content and mappability, to increase detection resolution and lower the false-positive discovery rate. Differences in the local GC content can result in varying genome coverage in different regions and hence give a bias in the RD signal [32] .
It should be clear that callers based on individual signals are geared towards detection of specific types of SVs, over a certain range of resolutions. In general, AS-and SR-based algorithms can both provide base resolution SV detection, while RP-based tools typically yield only approximate breakpoint locations and SV lengths (Table 1) . AS-and SR-based methods can detect not only small SVs but also SNVs and indels, while RP signals work best for median size SVs and RD is more appropriate for large SVs [25, [33] [34] [35] [36] . AS-based callers are able to detect insertions longer than the sequence insert, which is impossible with SR-based callers. Note that callers based on RD can detect only duplications and deletions with poor resolution [37, 38] . Consequently, it makes sense to combine different callers to allow detection of multiple SVs at a wider range of resolutions. To this end, two directions can be taken: (i) integrating different signals in a single caller or (ii) integrating different callers. These approaches will be reviewed below.
Improving detection by data integration
Callers integrating different signals Several callers have been developed to combine different signals ( Table 1 ). The integration of SR and RP signals resulted in improvements in SV detection with low false discovery rate in DELLY, PRISM, MATE-CLEVER, Tangram and SoftSearch [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . SoftSearch uses soft-clipped reads to determine breakpoints at base resolution, while the other callers use SR. Pindel was initially designed to use only SR, but now also integrates RP information. DELLY shows good performance on large SVs (>10 kb) with complex rearrangements, which complements the SVs detected by MATE-CLEVER. PRISM can be sensitive to the breakpoints close to other variants in complex regions. SoftSearch is able to process exomes or custom capture experiments, whereas Tangram has been developed especially to detect mobile element insertions.
Both RP-and RD-based callers can detect many SVs, though at a high false discovery rate [44, 45] . Combining RP and RD signals can help reduce this rate and increase the resolution at which breakpoints can be determined. GASVPro integrates both signals, resulting in 50% higher specificity in detecting deletions and inversions over the original RP-based GASV [44] . CNVer is another example of a caller supplementing the RD signal with RP information. For non-human genomes, it requires several additional files to be prepared besides the reference genome, such as a contig break file, a repeat region file and a selfalignment file [46] . Unlike GASVPRo, CNVer can also compute the absolute copy counts in a region. Ingap-SV is a caller including visualization and correction, which can detect deletions, insertions and inversions [47] .
The integrative callers discussed above generally first exploit one signal to detect candidate SVs and then refine detected candidates with the second signal. Such a stepwise approach can help increase specificity, but it cannot increase the number of
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Note. The scale, from weak to strong, is indicated by ÀÀ, À, 0, þ, þþ. For 'Type', this corresponds to the number of different SV types that can be detected (the stronger, the more types). For 'Size', it corresponds to the range of SV sizes that can be detected (the stronger, the larger the range). Callers using the signal (combinations) are found in Table 3 .
true positive SVs. Some efforts have been attempted to overcome this limitation. cnvHitSeq [48] combines SR, RP and RD signals in an hidden Markov model-based approach to detect copy number variation; LUMPY [49] provides a probabilistic framework allowing not only detection based on SR and RP signals, but also on variants found by any other SV detection tool. Another approach is taken by GenomeSTRiP (see section 3.3), which detects deletions at the population scale [50] and subsequently genotypes individual samples using breakpoint assembly.
Pipelines integrating multiple callers
In practice, different callers are found to yield lists of detected SVs that have limited overlap, even when using the same signal. Therefore, it makes sense to combine the output of the various implementations of callers. This avenue has recently been widely researched. Four integrated computational pipelines have been publicly released which employ a number of different SV callers and then merge their results. These pipelines fully automate the process of SV detection, from mapping the reads to the generation of a final merged list of SVs (Table 2) . SVMerge [51] is a pipeline combining four 'default' SV callers: BreakDancer (RP-based), Pindel (SR-based with support for RP), cnD (RD-based) and SECluster (internal implementation of the pipeline) using AS on reads of which just the paired read mapped [25, 31, 36] . Its modular set-up allows SVs detected by other callers to be incorporated, allowing newly developed callers to be used when they become available. IntanSV [52] is another pipeline able to integrate predictions of other callers besides its default callers, which include BreakDancer and Pindel, DELLY (using RP and SR signals), CNVnator (RD-based) and SVseq2 (SR-based) [53] . HugeSeq and iSVP are pipelines that allow the use of only supplied default callers [54, 55] . Pindel and BreakDancer are used for SV detection in both HugeSeq and iSVP, with HugeSeq additionally employing BreakSeq (AS-based) and CNVnator [56] . The number of default callers is limited by the high computational cost of running each individual caller. All four pipelines provide a filtering step for each default caller and a merge step to obtain a final list of SVs, the union of the output of the individual callers. To determine whether SVs detected by different callers can be clustered into a single SV, a certain minimum percentage of overlap between SVs is required. To filter false-positive SV discoveries as much as possible, two different approaches can be taken. One approach (taken in SVMerge) is to filter the output of individual callers by tuning their parameters. However, optimal settings are study dependent and are hard to ascertain without a ground truth set of known, experimentally validated SVs. An alternative approach (used by IntanSV and HugeSeq) is to consider SVs supported by only two or more callers, as these are considered to have higher confidence than SVs detected by just one caller. In both cases, the strength of individual callers is not taken into account: SVs detected by individual callers are deemed equally correct. If sufficient data are available, a weighted combination could be used, with weights reflecting the relative strengths of the callers.
iSVP only detects and reports deletions, while the other three pipelines can detect all types of SVs and include a number of useful post-processing steps. HugeSeq and IntanSV both annotate the predicted effects of the SVs; HugeSeq also incorporates SNVs. SVMerge uses local assembly to validate the detected SVs and refine the corresponding breakpoints.
Integrating samples in population genomics
Besides the integration of signals and callers, another approach to increase both specificity and sensitivity of SV detection is to integrate multiple samples. SV detection in population-scale data can ascertain more low-frequency variation, which often is functional and hence increases the power for linking variation to phenotype. This leads to a consistently low false discovery rate (1.5%-4.2% reported) with high overall sensitivity (contributed 80% of phase 1 deletions in 1000 Human Genome Project) especially on genomes sequenced at low coverage (<10 fold) [50] . The GenomeSTRiP pipeline and cortex_var algorithm are useful, because they not only combine multiple signals (cortex_var uses the paired end information before the assembly) but also take population information into account.
However, in a large number of published population genomics studies, in-house scripts were used to detect SVs. Mills et al. studied variation in 185 human genomes using 19 different callers, including not only callers using single signals but also callers combining RP and RD signals [19] . This is currently the most complex SV detection pipeline reported in terms of the large number of samples, range of sequencing technology used and the number of callers applied to the data. Interestingly, the developers of each caller analysed the data sets themselves and optimized these towards discovering SVs in the 185 genomes, making it a template approach for SV detection at the population scale.
To choose callers, it is important to be aware of each caller's precision in SV breakpoint detection (i.e. start position, end position and content). Precisely determining breakpoints (possible when using SR or AS signals, see section 2) is a prerequisite to allow results from different callers or samples to be merged. It is also essential to predict the origin and functional impact of an SV. Incorrectly predicted SVs can make it hard to uncover true genetic variation by introducing noise, in the form of many false candidate genes. These false discoveries can be largely reduced in population genomics studies on variants with appreciable allele frequency (>1%) shared with other members of the population [57] .
In population genomics studies, the merging of results from individual callers is far more complex than can be handled by the four aforementioned published integrative pipelines (section 3.2), because of the large number of samples and callers involved. The key to allow merging of SVs found by a single caller in different samples is the precise determination of unique breakpoints. A solution currently used is to locally assemble reads around breakpoints. While many tools can do this, only few (among which TIGRA-SV) can unify and refine the SV breakpoints of different individuals or from various callers. Some studies circumvent this problem by using a single caller supporting the analysis of multiple samples simultaneously, hence bypassing the merge step [50, [58] [59] [60] [61] . Limited by this single caller, such studies usually focus on a certain type or size of SVs. In a study on 16 cultivated and wild soybean genotypes, 
Suggested integrated pipelines
Here, we outline what elements an integrative SV detection pipeline should contain. A large number of callers have been developed in recent years. Even when selecting only those that are not species specific and capable of working with paired-end sequencing, the number is too large to use in any single study, given the required computational power to run the callers and the merging step. Therefore, callers need to be prioritized. Below, we recommend a number of callers for detecting specific SV types, focusing on those useful for population studies, and discuss methods of merging the sets of detected SVs. We surveyed 51 non-species-specific callers that work with paired-end reads, mainly by consulting OMICtools and SEQwiki (Table 3 ) [66, 67] . We classified each caller by the signal(s) it uses, the SV types that it can detect, its support for population studies, information on benchmarking in the original publication (indicating whether it is well evaluated), the date of the last update (indicating whether it is maintained) and the number of citations (indicating whether it is widely used). To learn about their application in practice, we also surveyed population genomics studies of a large number of species, reporting the number of the samples, the average genome coverage, SV types detected, SV callers used and the merge strategy taken (Table 4) . Filtering and merging SVs detected in a range of samples is a complex process, which can generate many false-positive results, mainly due to the presence of SNVs [116] . It is therefore recommended to use SV callers that can also perform genotyping; this is, in fact, essential when studying heterozygous genomes such as in studies on animals and wild plants. Platypus [68] seems a good choice for a caller, as its sensitivity in detecting SNVs is similar to that of the widely used GATK Unified Genotyper and Haplotype Caller utilities, at even lower false discovery rates. As Platypus depends on AS-R, it can easily detect deletions up to a few kilobases in size, but its detection of insertions is limited to a few hundred base pairs. Referencebased assembly is largely dependent on the mappability of the reads in the resequencing data; unmapped reads are generally discarded. Hence, it is not the best choice for studies with large genomic divergence within the population, such as maize, tomato etc. In contrast to Platypus, cortex_var employs AS-D, exploiting all reads, and is theoretically capable of detecting SNVs as well as deletions and insertions of arbitrary size. A combination of Platypus and cortex_var was recently used in a chimpanzee study [101] .
DELLY and Pindel, also supporting multiple samples and genotyping, are widely used in population studies (Table 4) because of their ease-of-use and relatively low computational requirements. These two callers complement each other, with DELLY being more sensitive in detecting large SVs and Pindel more sensitive to small SVs (Supplementary Table S1 ). Genome-STRiP genotypes samples by combining information on RD, RP and breakpoint-spanning reads, which makes it a good choice for detecting medium and large size SVs (though, thus far, only deletions). Similar to Genome-STRiP, cnvHitSeq also uses multiple signals to accurately detect deletions and duplications. The lack of a single, streamlined script has limited the practical application of cnvHitSeq. Even though it is not based on AS but on SR/RP signals, MATE-CLEVER is able to accurately call and genotype indels in the range 30-120 bp and is therefore a good choice to include in a pipeline in addition to AS-based callers. Although BreakDancer does not support genotyping, it is still used in many population studies as it is one of the earliest developed callers, easy-to-use with low computational requirements. Finally, if a sufficient number of experimentally validated SVs is available, forestSV is useful as it is reported to yield low false-positive and false-negative rates [77] .
Some callers should be considered for specific studies. For example, if repetitive regions are of interest, specific algorithms may be preferred that allow mapping reads to multiple locations on the reference genome. A range of callers based on different signals has been developed to detect repeats, including VariationHunter (RP-based), mrCaNaVaR (RD-based) and NovelSeq (AS-based) [38, 79, 78] . These are all based on a specific alignment tool called mrFAST, which can generate all possible mapping positions of the reads [117] . As another example, the detection of mobile element insertions requires specific methods such as Tangram, SPANNER and RetroSeq [73, 86] . Tangram integrates SR and RP signals, while SPANNER and RetroSeq use only RP signals.
After the various callers have been applied, the detected SVs should be merged. Existing pipelines such as SVMerge, iSVP and HugeSeq use BEDtools [118] to merge SVs based on overlap. Although this strategy is easy to implement, it is prone to errors caused by accidental overlaps, in particular for large SVs. To reduce this problem, some studies use a stricter 50% reciprocal overlap requirement. A better merge strategy employs confidence intervals around the detected breakpoints, rather than overlap between SVs. Different callers will yield different confidence intervals; for instance, RD-based callers will yield larger confidence intervals than those using other signals, as RD only allows for limited breakpoint resolution. To improve accuracy, a 50% reciprocal overlap strategy could precede a confidence interval strategy [19] .
In practice, a good pipeline for studies with multiple samples should start with a pilot study using a few representative callers to detect each desire type of SVs. A number of such callers are suggested in Figure 4 , based on the arguments given above. We suggest to integrate the output of more than one caller for each type whenever possible, to reduce the false discovery rate. The SVs detected can be merged using the confidence interval strategy, after filtering SVs having too little overlap or SVs supported by only one or a few callers. Based on experience, one may want to put more trust in the SVs detected by certain callers. While there are no large-scale benchmarks to support this, such a choice can be based on the frequency of use (Table 4) or on comparative evaluations published thus far (Supplementary Table  S1) . Additional callers can then be added if the biological questions are not yet fully answered by the pilot study, or if the experimental validation demonstrates poor performance. [83] (continued) Notes.
a An overview of generic SV callers, including the signal(s) used (AS-R, AS-D, RD, RP, SR and SR-SC), the SV types detected (Del: deletion, Ins: insertion, Inv: inversion, Dup: duplication; TD: tandem duplication; MEI: mobile element insertion; ITX, CTX: inter-resp. intrachromosomal translocation), support for population studies and genotyping (i.e. reporting presence or absence of variation for a number of genomes), the date of the last update and the number of citations (* means the tool was reported as part of an experimental paper), the type of data used in benchmarking in the original publication, samples used (CEU trio: child NA12878, parents NA12891 and NA12892; 1000 GP: 921 illumina sequenced samples from the 1000 GP Phase 1 [57] ; two human: NA12878 at high (40Â) and NA18507 at low coverage (4Â); Col/Ler: accession Col and Ler of Arabidopsis thaliana;
Youban&CEU: HapMap individual NA18507 and NA12878; YRI: NA19311, NA19312, NA19313, NA19316, NA19317; 1 KG: NA12878, NA12891, NA12892, NA19240, NA19238 and NA19239; five human: NA12878, NA12891, NA12892, NA18507, and YH; Kidd: data used in the Kidd study [92] ), validation used for benchmarking (Gold Standards: Cappillary Read Data, array-CGH and Fosmid Sequencing [93] used by the 1000 Genome Structural Variant discovery study [19] ), different categories benchmarkied (SV type, SV size, genome coverage), last update, the number of citations (found using Google Scholar on 3 October 2014) and the literature reference of each caller.
b
The publication of Platypus only reports the benchmarking of SNVs and short indels.
c
The genomes of two individuals , Dr Craig J. Venter [94] and Dr J. Watson [95] .
d
The benchmarking was actually published in the Mills study [19] . Notes. Besides the callers used and the SV types detected, the table lists the merge strategy used to combine the results from different callers (O: merge SV events if they overlap; CI: merge SV events if the confidence intervals around breakpoints of SV events overlap), the number of samples studied and the average genome coverage of sequencing are also reported. When multiple studies have been performed on the same species, references indicate the various choices in these studies. Note that there are too many population studies in human to report here; we chose one of the first and a most recent study using the most callers as representatives, with the footnote listing all callers used in all studies. 
Future directions
To allow reliable detection of the complete spectrum of SVs over entire genomes, improvements are needed in the methodology, on the computational side and in the data generation process. Methodologically, the lack of reliable 'gold standard' data hampers the evaluation and benchmarking of the plethora of available tools, which makes it hard to make clear-cut recommendations for the use of specific callers in specific circumstances. In this light, the efforts of the TCGA Dream Challenge on somatic variant calling are encouraging; such challenges should be extended to other model species if possible, to avoid biasing results too much towards human studies. Computationally, one of the main issues for most currently available SV detection algorithms is their high false discovery rate. The integration of several signals for SV detection as discussed in this review is promising, but risks introducing additional false negatives. This problem can be tackled by taking a machine learning approach to the merge step, i.e. combining information obtained from individual callers into a final prediction and optimizing the parameters of this process ('training') by learning from example data. A number of tools using such a supervised learning approach have been developed, but these are currently limited to detecting deletions and duplications [77, 91, 119] . The data used to train the combination algorithm are the most important factor and hard to come by, requiring experimentally validated SVs. On the data generation side, largescale experimental detection of SVs over all sizes has been achieved by an optical mapping involving nanoconfinement of individual DNA strands [120] . However, the combined computational analysis of sequencing data and the resulting restriction map in many ways are as complex and challenging as the assembly of shotgun sequence reads. These problems can be reduced if the DNA is sequenced with longer read lengths, such as those provided currently by PacBio technology [121] . Improvements in sequencing and mapping technology will ultimately allow us to reconstruct complete genomes, negating the need for complex SV detection tools. Until that time, integrative pipelines intelligently combining the output of a large number of appropriate callers are the best option.
Key Points
• Algorithms for structural variation detection on nextgeneration sequencing data (callers) can use different signals, suitable to find specific variant types or sizes.
• To reliably detect variants over a wide range of types and sizes, callers can combine various signals, or callers optimal for specific signals can be combined in integrative pipelines.
• When analysing multiple samples, it makes sense to use callers or pipelines specifically developed to exploit these, the challenge being to integrate the detected variants over all genomes.
• Ideally, a structural variation detection pipeline integrates the output of a (small) number of callers for specific SV types, adding other callers when allowed by computational resources or required by the results obtained.
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